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Lane Fertility Magazine is a publication that is formatted in 
print and as a digital edition. Our mission is to increase aware-
ness among young women about their fertility and to serve as a 
resource for women and men undergoing fertility treatment.

The contents of the articles in Lane Fertility Magazine (LFM) 
are the views of the contributing authors and are not necessarily 
those of LFM editorial staff or publishers. You must not rely on 
the information in Lane Fertility Magazine as an alternative to 
medical advice from your doctor or other professional healthcare 
provider. If you have any specific questions about any medical 
matter you should consult your doctor or other professional 
healthcare provider. You should never delay seeking medical ad-
vice, disregard medical advice, or discontinue medical treatment 
because of information contained in Lane Fertility Magazine.
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danielle e Lane, md, reproductive Endocrinology and infertility specialist, 
medical director, Lane fertility institute, founder Lane fertility magazine.  after 
completing medical training at Yale university and the university of california, 
san Francisco, Dr. lane opened her first center for reproductive Medicine at 
Kaiser permanente in northern california.  after successfully establishing this 
practice, Dr. lane took her model for outstanding fertility success and individu-

alized patient care, and opened her first private practice office in Marin county.  since its incep-
tion, in 2007, her private practice continues to achieve the highest success rates, provide the most 
cutting-edge technology and represent the standard for best practices in the field of fertility.  in 
addition, dr. Lane is committed to increasing fertility awareness and access among women.

s. Fenella Das gupta, PhD, Marriage and Family therapist. Dr. Das gupta is a 
licensed Marriage and Family therapist and an infertility counselor working in the 
Bay area of northern california.  Her practice, the inner Mirror, includes counseling 
individuals and couples, running support groups and maintaining her fertility blog at 
http://fertilityhelpishere.blogspot.com.

aimee Eyvazzedeh, MD, MPH, reproductive Endocrinology and infertility spe-
cialist. Dr. aimee, as she is known to her patients, completed her medical training 
at Harvard Medical school and the university of Michigan.  in addition to com-
pleting a Masters in Public Health, her research has been published in various 
peer reviewed journals.   Her private practice is in san ramon, ca where she is 
committed to integrity, quality of care and providing outstanding results..

susanna J park, md, reproductive Endocrinology and infertility specialist.  Dr. 
Park completed her medical training at the university of Medicine and Dentistry of 
new Jersey, where she received grant funding for her research in ovulation and 
perimenopause.  after serving as assistant Professor at columbia university in new 
York city, she joined san Diego Fertility center.  Dr. Park is known for the outstand-
ing clinical care that she delivers to patients in English, spanish, and Korean.

marlane angle, phd, Laboratory director, Laurel fertility care. dr. angle has 
been advancing the field of embryology since the 1980’s.  For the past 20 years 
she has served as laboratory director in various centers around the united 
states.  she is licensed as a High complexity laboratory director and serves on 
the scientific advisory Board of irvine scientific.

Jabir ponce, Private chef. Mr. Ponce’s first passion is food and its preparation.  
after receiving his culinary degree from Florida culinary institute, Mr. Ponce 
opened several restaurants and ran his own catering company.  since 2009, he 
has worked in san Francisco as a private chef.

anna Lindo, Mother and Fertility patient.
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July 2011 marked the launch of Lane fertility 
Magazine.  in addition to providing the best re-
productive care for women and men, a long-time 
personal goal has been to increase awareness 
of fertility issues and provide for women all over 
the world access to reproductive information. 
Publishing lane Fertility Magazine provides a 
platform upon which to do this.

in our pilot issue, we introduced the basics of 
fertility.  this issue will address the prevention of 
age-related fertility challenges.  in 2011, 20% of 
the women that i saw in consultation were inter-
ested in pursuing care to preserve their fertility 
while they delay their child-bearing. at least 40% 
of the women i see are over the age of 40, and 
many are trying to conceive their first child. Most 
of the women in this latter group will say that they 
were unaware of options to preserve their fertility 
when they were younger. But, times and technol-
ogy are changing! While we have not had the 
ability to freeze unfertilized eggs successfully un-
til recently, embryo freezing is readily available. 
We simply need to spread the word!

the reasons to increase awareness are many.  
First, we simply cannot reverse biology and find 
healthy eggs once they have passed their peak. 
second, as a direct result of this reality, the cost 
effectiveness of preserving fertility as compared 
with treating infertility is staggering. and third, 
societal pressures are not reversing; women con-
tinue to delay their child-bearing.

in this issue, we discuss the technology of vitrifica-
tion in Young, Hip and not ready for Kids.  in 
selecting Your sperm Donor, we provide some 
insight into selecting donor sperm for women and 
couples in need, who are ready to begin their fam-
ily. the road less traveled presents some compel-
ling information about consideration of starting 
your family as a single woman. our article on 
anti-mullerian hormone discusses a new and easy 
test to look at your reproductive potential.  

in every issue you will find a sumptuous fer-
tility friendly recipe and a personal journey 
with fertility.

So jump in for a good read and enjoy!

Let’s get started!
B y : DA n i E l l E  E . l A n E , m D

w w w. l A n E F E RT i l i T y m Ag A z i n E . c o m
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almost any young woman under the age of 40, 
living in the united states, has grown up with the 
idea that she can have it all: successful career, 
fulfilling marriage, a couple of happy kids, and 
usually in that order. for many young women, this 
means spending their twenties acquiring wealth 
and mr. Right, while delaying the start of a family 
until well into their thirties.  unfortunately, while 
our culture may view this as an acceptable family-
building plan, our biology does not.

Physically, we haven’t changed much from the days 
when women gave birth to their first children while 
in their teens. a healthy young woman could live 
long enough to have many children, thus ensuring 
that at least some of them would survive an array 
of childhood diseases to reach adulthood.

today, the average age for the first child in the 
united states has increased from 21 in 1970 to 
over 25 as of 2005.  in addition, the birth rate 
for women 30-34 years of age has risen 21% 
over the same period, while the birthrate for 40-
44 year olds has risen a staggering 70%. these 
numbers confirm that women are waiting longer 
and longer to have their children.

unfortunately, accompanying these numbers are 
studies showing that as women age, their chance 
of getting pregnant decreases, and their risk of 

a miscarriage 
rises.  statisti-
cal data from 
the center 
for disease 
control doc-
uments fertil-
ity rates for 
women in their 
twenties to be 
about 10-25% per 
month, but these chances 
drop to only 5% for women over 
forty. Miscarriage rates are 5-10% for women in 
their twenties but rise to 33% for women in their 
early forties. Down’s syndrome and other chro-
mosomal abnormalities occur in about 1 in 1200 
pregnancies for women in their twenties but rise 
to 1 in 38 for women in their forties. 

these scary facts are the direct consequence of 
what happens to eggs as they sit in the ovaries.  
Women have all of the eggs they will ever pro-
duce by the time they are born. at birth a woman 
has about 1 to 2 million eggs. throughout her life-
time a woman loses eggs. By the time she reaches 
puberty, most women only have about 400,000 
eggs left, and they will lose up to 1000 eggs per 
month for the rest of their reproductive lives from 
a process called atresia.

to make matters worse, those eggs that are left 
as a woman ages, change with time. their genetic 
material, the chromosomes, becomes sticky.  nor-
mally, each month one immature egg will be “cho-
sen.”  it will be rescued from atresia and will con-
tinue on to ovulation. During that time, the events 

B y :  m A R l A n E  A n g l E , P h D

Young, Hip & not ReadY foR Kids: 

Oocyte Vitrification

OOcyte VitrificatiOn 
– fast facts –

80% of mature eggs will survive 
the thawing process.

storage of your vitrified eggs can 
be as low as $400.00 per year.

at age 35, the average woman will obtain  
approximately 12 eggs from a single cycle.

S P R i n g / S U m m E R  2 0 1 2  i S S U E
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that regularly keep the eggs small and stop them 
from maturing each month will be reversed, and 
the egg will begin to develop.  Part of this develop-
mental process is called meiosis.  Before meiosis, 
the egg has two distinct sets of chromosomes. But 
at the time of fertilization, the egg needs to have 
only one set because the sperm will bring a set of 
chromosomes with it, ensuring that the baby will 
have chromosomes from both mother and father. 
therefore, during meiosis, the chromosomes in the 
nucleus separate, and the egg kicks the extra chro-
mosomes out into a little structure called a polar 
body.  polar bodies are like little garbage sacks of 
genetic material waiting to be taken away.

But if the chromosomes have become sticky, some 
bits of chromosomes can stick to each other.  this 
means the egg may end up with more than its share 
of chromosomes compared to the polar body, or 
conversely, more of the chromosomes may end 
up in the polar body where they don’t belong.  
many of the syndromes found in newborns are 
the result of too many bits of chromosomes left 
in the egg during meiosis (Down’s syndrome, 3 
copies of chromosome 21), or not enough chro-
mosomal bits left in the egg (turner’s syndrome, 
no x chromosome).  

several studies that have looked at chromosomes 
in eggs from women of all ages have shown that 
women in their twenties can have as many as 60-
80% of the eggs in their ovaries that are normal, 
but by age forty, only 10-20% will be normal 
and 80-90% will be abnormal.  this high percent-
age of abnormal eggs explains why women who 
are older have more difficulty getting pregnant, 
miscarry more often, and have more babies with 
these kinds of chromosomal disorders.  

so, what is a young woman to do?  Have children 
at a time she doesn’t want them, or isn’t financial-
ly prepared for them? Or should she roll the dice 
and hope that she will be one of the fortunate 
ones who still have normal chromosomes and a 

large enough group 
of eggs to ensure a 
healthy pregnancy 
after development 
of a career and find-
ing “mr. Right?”  

an alternative that 
should be consid-
ered by any young 
woman is the choice 
to freeze her eggs 
while young and keep them for the future.  the 
most successful way to freeze eggs today appears 
to be by a process called vitrification or ultra-
rapid freezing. Once eggs are vitrified, scientists 
don’t know how long they can be frozen, but we 
speculate that they should be good for decades 
based on some of the information about how 
long frozen embryos - or fertilized eggs - can be 
stored.  Eggs could be vitrified at a time when 
a young woman will have the lowest chance of 
chromosomal problems and therefore, the high-
est chance of fertility. Her vitrified eggs would 
then be available for her use whenever she de-
cides that the time is right for her.

freezing eggs is not without a certain risk and cost. 
the process requires a woman to go through the 
initial steps of an in Vitro Fertilization cycle. she 
will have to take medicines to stimulate growth of 
her follicles and rescue many of those eggs that 
would normally undergo atresia. she will require 
an egg retrieval procedure to remove them from 
the follicles.  and finally, not all eggs will survive 
the thawing/warming process. these procedures 
can cost about $10-15,000, although this price is 
decreasing over time. 

Despite the cost, eggs tucked away in cryostorage 
can be like money in the bank.  they provide an 
opportunity for women who know they will want 
children in their future to ensure they have that 
choice, whether Mr. right has appeared or not.

w w w. l A n E F E RT i l i T y m Ag A z i n E . c o m

( C o n t i n u e d  f r o m  p a g e  4 ) “An alternative 
that should be 

considered by any 
young woman 
is the choice to 
freeze her eggs 

while young and 
keep them for  
the future.”
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since 1978, when the first “test tube” baby was 
born, words like IVF, donor sperm and donor egg 
have become part of our everyday vocabulary. no 
longer does the traditional family need to consist of 
2.5 children with a mother and father at the head 
of the helm. We only have to watch Modern Family 
or 2-1/2 Men to know that families can consist of 
different constellations of parents and/or parental 
type figures. Yet in real life, we doubt if we can be 
a modern family or worse, others around us doubt 
if we can do it.

meet sally:  in her mid thirties, sally is well educat-
ed, financially stable and single. For the last couple 
of years, she has become increasingly aware of her 
biological clock. she reports hearing it ticking loudly 
at weddings, baby showers and other social events.  
sally feels that being single has its own challenges, 
but being single and raising a child is something that 
feels daunting. Yet something inside of her yearns 
to have her own child. With her eyes set on the end 
result (her own ‘bundle of joy’), she knows that the 
process of single parenting may be tough but ulti-
mately rewarding.  sally came in to talk it through:
“Ok, I am single and want a child. I know this sort of 
defies the conventional idea of what a family should 
look like, but what can I do? I can’t wait for Mr. 
Right forever. I know I don’t want casual sex to have 
a baby and so, I am looking into donor sperm. I’m 
really worried about that though; I mean, how will 
others look at me?  Will the child suffer in any way 
because of my decision?”

sally is not alone in her fears. many women contem-
plating this path spend a couple of years toying with 
the idea before reaching the doctor’s office. Deciding 
to have a child, knowing that you will be the only par-
ent can feel daunting. it is a big decision and does in-
volve lots of thinking, but this choice is becoming more 
viable as more women do opt for it. to help sally feel 
less alone in her choice, i suggested that she seek 

tHe Road lessTraveled
“Two roads diverged in a wood, and I-- 
  I took the one less traveled by, 
  And that has made all the difference”

-robert Frost (1920)

B y :  S . F E n E l l A  DA S  g U P TA , P h D
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out communities of other women who were think-
ing about becoming single mothers by choice, or 
who are actually single mothers by choice (please 
see references at the end of this article). 

as we talked more, sally realized that in her head 
she had confused being the only parent with be-
ing the sole caretaker. However, when she talked 
about her life, she realized that for some years 
now she had developed a network of friends that 
she relied on for support, often spending thanks-
giving and other holidays with them since her 
family was so far away.  For sally, it was this “ex-
tended family” that she would turn to on a day-to-
day basis to help raise her child. 

one question that sally and i really focused on 
was the social stigma of what it means to be a 
single mother, particularly a single mother by 
choice.  While stigma may exist, will you deny 
yourself the opportunity to experience mother-
hood because of it?  How much will you allow 
others to dictate how you should feel? traveling 
this road will inevitably cause you to face tough 
decisions, but often friends, who don’t have much 
investment in anything except your happiness, can 
help you navigate this step.  again, online forums 
will offer a myriad of ways to respond to intrusive 
or negative comments by others. You will not be 
alone. For sally, there was some grief involved 
as she realized that not all her family members 
would approve, but ultimately she knew that what 
felt best for her was what she needed to do. 

sally’s worry about the long-term effects of grow-
ing up in a single parent household on her child 
was an area where she fretted that her decision 
was a selfish one. Fortunately we could rely on 
some research to help her; studies have shown 
that there is no significant difference between 
women who are single mothers by choice, using 
donor sperm and married mothers using donor 
sperm with respect to depression and anxiety ef-

fects on the child. Overall, data show that single  
mothers by choice took great pleasure in their 
children. further, the children of single mothers 
by choice were shown to have fewer emotional 
and behavioral problems than their counterparts 
[1]. in other words, because having a baby this 
way is a conscious decision, the attachment and 
bonding between mother and child is strong and 
healthy. sally breathed a visible sigh of relief 
when she heard this. 

there was one more thing on sally’s mind:  What 
happens if i DO meet Mr right after the baby is 
born?  she already knew that she would reveal to 
her child that she had used donor sperm, but what 
about her partner? How would he take it? there 
is evidence to show that once a child is born, the 
pressure of finding Mr. right changes and that 
dating becomes more relaxed and casual. the 
biological clock isn’t ticking away anymore, and 
women report that this gives them the luxury of 
time.  Women have time to develop a good, long 
lasting relationship that has depth.  relationships 
based on this foundation decrease the fear of re-
vealing who you are to someone else.   

i encourage single women who are contemplating 
becoming mothers to gather their ‘band of merry 
women’ for support, join an online forum, talk 
through why they want to do this and get  their 
questions answered. Hopefully, most of your wor-
ries and fears can be resolved, allowing you to 
start the family that you have always wanted!

RefeRence:
[1] Murray, c., & golombok, s. (2005). solo mothers 

and their donor insemination infants: follow-up at age 

2. Human reproduction 20: 1655-1660.

[2] single mothers by choice is an online community of sin-

gle mothers (www.singlemothersbychoice.org) who blog 

and meet locally for support and a sense of community. 

w w w. l A n E F E RT i l i T y m Ag A z i n E . c o m

( C o n t i n u e d  f r o m  p a g e  6 )
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ExERciSE 

iF yoU ARE 
TRying To 
concEivE:

Exercise

1. Do maintain a body mass index 
between 20 & 25.

2. Do keep your heart rate below 
140 bpm.

3. Do limit exercise to 30 minutes  
per session and three sessions  
per week.

4. Do not exercise in warm environ-
ments such as that practiced with 
bikram yoga.

5. Do not use hot tubs or saunas.

6. Do limit your male partner's use  
of hot tubs, saunas and bicycles 
for exercise.

7. do ensure that your caloric intake 
matches your exercise output.

8. Do maintain a body fat  
composition of 18-25%.

Do’S AnD Do noT’S 

S P R i n g / S U m m E R  2 0 1 2  i S S U E
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PoAchED
taRRagon
chickEn

dinneRfoRtwo

B y :  J A b i R  P o n c E

w w w. l A n E F E RT i l i T y m Ag A z i n E . c o m

1. Preheat oven to 450° on broil.
  1 9x8 roasting pan 
  1 double breast of chicken or  
    two single breasts 
  2 tbsp. chopped fresh tarragon   
  pinch of salt 
  Pinch of pepper 
  chicken broth 

2. sprinkle fresh chopped tarragon 
in the roasting dish, on an area the 
size of the breasts. 

3. on the underside of the breasts you 
will find the tenderloins; flip them 
outward so that they are away 
from their resting place, and place 
the breast on top of the tarragon. 

4. pour in chicken broth gently into 
the pan, until the breast is covered 
¾ of the way up the breast. 

5. sprinkle salt, pepper and dried  
tarragon over the breast.

6. Place in oven on second rack from 
the top (between 8 and 10 inches 
from the top) for 30 minutes. 

BRaised caRRots 
in Balsamic Vinegar

BrOWn ricE 
cooked in chicken Broth

Preheat oven to 450° on broil. 1 medium pot with

1 9x8 roasting pan 1 cup Brown rice

4 tbsp. White Balsamic Vinegar 2 ¾ c chicken Broth 

2 cups Water place rice and chicken broth in 
pot and bring to a boil.

6 carrots turn heat down to low and cover.

Wash carrots and remove tops. cook for about 40 to 45 minutes.

Place carrots in pan, pour in 
water and add 4 tbsp. vinegar.

let sit for a minute before serving.

gET STARTED

tooLs needed 
• 2qty. 9x8 roasting pans
• cutting board
• 8 or 10 inch chef knife
• Medium pot with lid
• Measuring cup
• tablespoon

sHopping List 
• Double breast of chicken 
 (or two single breasts) 
• Bunch of fresh tarragon
• salt    
• Pepper   
• chicken broth  
• Brown rice   
• White balsamic vinegar
• carrots  
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1. not all donor sperm banks are the same.  
ask your fertility doctor for a recommended 
list of sperm banks that she or he considers 
reputable. You will not know who has con-
sistently high quality specimens without this 
information. ask your physician if she or he 
will review your prospective donor’s informa-
tion before you purchase the vial(s). Having 
a medical doctor review your donor’s history 
may help you make the wisest donor choice.

2. Pregnancy rates with frozen sperm may not 
be as good as with fresh sperm. 

 the amount of motile sperm after being 
thawed can be lowered by as much as 50%.  
additionally, frozen sperm when thawed 
doesn’t live as long as fresh sperm, and preg-
nancy rates are lower using frozen sperm 
when compared to fresh sperm. and while 
the data supporting the use of more than one 
insemination in a given cycle is controversial, 
do ask your physician whether two insemina-
tions or combining multiple vials of sperm is 
appropriate for you.  

3. Medicated vs. unmedicated: i generally rec-
ommend medicated cycles for patients over 
30, but this is not a requirement. 

 if you’d rather try natural cycle inseminations, 
let your physician know.  the use of a fertil-
ity pill like clomid or Femara will potentially 
increase your chances of getting pregnant 

sooner in any given cycle. Fertility medica-
tions do come with side effects. the biggest 
risk is the increased rate of twins (25-30% ver-
sus background rate of 1%)  additional side 
effects can range from hot flashes and vaginal 
dryness, to mood swings, to others. While not 
everybody has side effects, you should talk to 
your physician about whether you would be a 
good candidate for fertility drugs.

4. Make sure your fallopian tubes are open.
 intrauterine insemination (artificial insemina-

tion) depends on your fallopian tubes for 
sperm and egg to meet. if your fallopian 
tubes are blocked, then the only fertility 
treatment that is likely to be successful is in 
Vitro Fertilization (iVF).  given the potential 
expense (financially, emotionally and other-
wise) of fertility treatments, confirming open 
fallopian tubes is an important part of any 
fertility evaluation. Even if you don’t have 
any risk factors for blocked tubes (chlamyd-
ia, Endometriosis, a history of appendicitis 
to name a few), it doesn’t mean your tubes 
aren’t blocked. it’s worth checking and cer-
tainly won’t hurt your chances of conceiving 

10 ThingS yoU 
ShoUlD know 

B y :  A i m E E  E y vA z z A D E h , m D  m P h

before picking 
a sperm donor
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if you try right after your tube test. Your 
doctor may recommend a hysterosalpin-
gogram or a saline infusion sonogram to 
check your tubes.

5. Know your body. 
 if you are not doing a medicated cycle, then 

your insemination will occur near the time 
of your natural ovulation. track your ovula-
tion as you are getting close to your first 
insemination cycle. this way, you will know 
when you’re ovulating and how to plan 
your life around your treatment. if you are 
under 30 and your ovulation is not regular, 
you may want to add a fertility pill. if you 
are over 30 and are hesitant about using 
fertility pills, the fact that your ovulation is 
regular may give you reassurance that you 
can try a couple of natural cycles before 
adding medication (if necessary).

6. see your doctor for a preconception coun-
seling appointment. 

 Even if you are using donor sperm, you 
should still sit down with your doctor for 
a preconception counseling appointment. 
review your medical and family history 
with your doctor.  consider genetic testing 
for cystic fibrosis and other diseases that 
you could possibly be at risk for based on 
your ethnicity and family history. You can 
visit www.counsyl.com for more informa-
tion about testing, but this test has to be 
done through your doctor. Don’t forget to 
start folic acid.

7. Known vs. anonymous donor. 
 if you’re planning to use a known donor, be 

sure to have a legal contract in place, and 
discuss your situation with a psychologist 
with expertise in this area. if you are using 
an anonymous donor, i still recommend talk-
ing to a psychologist, but a legal contract is 

obviously not necessary unless you are in 
a same sex relationship. i recommend a le-
gal contract to protect both partners when 
starting a family.

8. required lab work. 
 talk to your fertility physician about the re-

quired lab work. states have different rules 
and clinics also set their own different rules.  
For example, some clinics will require both 
partners to have infectious disease testing 
even though donor sperm is being used. if 
you know the requirements up front, there 
won’t be any surprises.

9. Do your research about which type of sam-
ple you should buy. 

 there are different types of vials that you 
can buy. ask your doctor which type of 
sample would be the best for the type of 
treatment you are doing.

10. Know your insurance benefits. 
 Just because you are using donor sperm, 

doesn’t mean that your insurance won’t 
pay for your treatment. Being a same sex 
couple does not prevent you from using in-
surance to pay for your treatments. get all 
the information first, then start treatment. 
Being well-informed about costs upfront 
will allow you to just focus on treatment as 
you’re hopefully going through a successful 
treatment cycle.

( C o n t i n u e d  f r o m  p a g e  1 0 )

w w w. l A n E F E RT i l i T y m Ag A z i n E . c o m
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B y :  S U S A n n A  J  PA R k , m D

Women are delaying pregnancy for a variety of 
reasons. Perhaps she is focusing on her career; 
perhaps she is enjoying the freedoms of an unat-
tached life; perhaps she has not found the right 
person yet.  the ability to defer motherhood is 
a wonderful privilege. However, when should a 
woman start to be concerned about her ability to 
conceive? One test that may help women track 
their reproductive potential is the ant-Mullerian 
Hormone.  this hormone is believed by many to 
be the best blood test currently available to as-
sess a woman’s supply of follicles in her ovary.   

a woman stores all of her eggs in small fluid-filled 
structures called follicles in her ovaries. a single 
follicle contains a single egg. each woman has the 
greatest number of follicles when she is a 5 month 
old fetus in her mother’s womb.  at this time, she 
has 6-7 million follicles.  subsequently, while still 
in the mother’s uterus, she will start to experience 
loss of follicles (and therefore eggs) via a process 
called atresia, defined as programmed cell death. 
By the time she is born, a baby girl will have only 
1-2 million combined total follicles remaining in 
her ovaries. through childhood, follicles continue 
to undergo atresia such that by puberty, the total 
number of follicles is approximately 400,000.  Pu-
berty marks the start of ovulation. During ovula-
tion, one follicle per month is released from the 
ovary into the fallopian tube. this process allows 
women to conceive via fertilization. it is a com-
mon misconception that only one follicle is lost 
per month. However while one follicle is being re-
leased through ovulation, many other follicles si-
multaneously are dying through atresia. thus, ev-
ery month, both ovaries lose a significant number 
of follicles. this continues throughout adulthood 

such that by the age of 52 (the average age of 
menopause), there are only approximately 1,000 
follicles remaining in both ovaries combined.  

the loss of follicles is permanent and irreversible. 
unlike men who continue to produce new sperm, 
scientists believe that women do not produce new 
follicles.  instead, women are born with a finite 
number of follicles. fertility medications do not in-
crease the follicle supply in an ovary.  rather, fer-
tility medications increase the number of follicles 
which ovulate from the ovary in a given cycle.  

it used to be believed that the rate of loss of fol-
licles due to atresia decreased at a gradual rate, 
until the age of 37, at which time the rate of loss 
of follicles accelerated.  recent studies have dem-
onstrated this is not the case, and that instead, the 
loss of follicles is continuous.  thus, we used to re-
assure women in their early 30’s that they did not 
need to worry about their fertility until they were 
in their mid 30’s.  now we know that it is possible 
for women in their early 30’s to have fertility issues 
due to a low supply of follicles in their ovaries. 

Many physicians and researchers believe that the 
best blood test to assess the supply of follicles in a 
woman’s ovaries is anti-Mullerian Hormone (aMH), 
also known as Mullerian inhibiting substance (Mis). 
in females, this hormone is secreted by a particular 
group of cells in the follicles called granulosa cells. 
thus, the more follicles there are in the ovaries, the 
greater the amount of aMH in the blood. converse-
ly, the fewer follicles there are in the ovaries, the 
lower the amount of amH in the blood.  therefore, 
aMH is a reflection of the number of follicles in both 
ovaries. With time, as women become older, the 
level of aMH will naturally decrease. 

Anti-Mullerian Hormone
Why You Should be Asking for This Test 
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Other tests are currently used to assess the sup-
ply of follicles in ovaries. the most common of 
these tests is Follicle stimulating Hormone (FsH) 
and estradiol, which are measured on the third 
day of the menstrual cycle (day 3 fsH & estra-
diol).  there are several disadvantages to this test.  
First, the test is time sensitive - that is, it must be 
performed on either the second, third, or fourth 
day of the menstrual cycle.on the other hand, 
amH can be measured any time of the menstrual 
cycle. second, day 3 fsH & estradiol results be-
come abnormal once the supply of follicles in the 
ovaries has diminished substantially. therefore, it 
is possible to have a borderline low reserve of 
follicles but a normal day 3 fsH & estradiol re-
sult. this provides a woman with a false reassur-
ance that she has an ample supply of follicles and 
thus, ample time to become pregnant. in contrast, 
amH decreases with the gradual decline in the 
supply of follicles over time. studies have shown 
that aMH is the earliest indicator that the supply 
of follicles is diminishing. finally, day 3 fsH & 
Estradiol levels from one menstrual cycle may be 
different from the levels repeated at a subsequent 
menstrual cycle. there is a lot of cycle-to-cycle 
variability. and while studies suggest that the high-
est FsH value is most predictive of egg quantity, 
a woman may be falsely reassured if she sees a 
subsequent lower FsH value. the value of aMH, 
however, remains rather constant cycle-to-cycle.  

another common test used to assess the reserve 
of follicles is measuring the number of antral fol-
licles visible on transvaginal ultrasound. this test 
is called antral follicle count (aFc). the antral fol-
licles are those which have the ability to grow into 
mature follicles each month. the greater the num-
ber of follicles in the ovary, the greater the number 
of antral follicles seen on ultrasound; therefore, 
aFc is a reflection of the reserve of follicles.  aFc 
is a rather good test of a woman’s ovarian supply 
of follicles. aFc measurement can be performed 
any time of the menstrual cycle.  However, there 
are some disadvantages to antral follicle count. 

First, acquiring the information requires a vaginal 
ultrasound, whereas amH requires only a blood 
test. second, because it is natural for the num-
ber of follicles that grow into antral follicles each 
month to vary monthly, the aFc number will ac-
cordingly change each month. in contrast, amH 
levels show little monthly change. third, aFc 
measurement is subjective because it is a count 
of the number of antral follicles seen. therefore, 
different people measuring the same ovary at the 
same time may count slightly different numbers 
of antral follicles. aMH, however, is an objective 
measurement performed by measuring the level 
of the amH hormone in the blood so the result is 
not subjectively determined. 

Which women should be requesting an aMH test 
to assess their ovarian follicle reserve? answer: 
any woman who wants to know her follicle re-
serve may benefit from an aMH test. However, 
there are known factors which affect the reserve 
of follicles in the ovary: age, environment, and 
genetics. therefore, women with the following 
conditions which may lower ovarian follicle sup-
ply, should consider asking their physicians for 
the amH test: 
(1) any woman over 30 years of age; 
(2) any woman with a history of surgery 

on the ovary (removal of an ovar-
ian cyst, removal of an ovary); 

(3) any woman with a history of 
any toxins which may have 
a negative impact on the 
ovary (smoking, chemother-
apy, radiation); 

(4) any woman with a fam-
ily history of menopause 
earlier than 50 years old; 

(5) any woman whose family 
history includes female 
relatives who experienced 
a loss of ovarian function 
at less than 40 years old. 

(Continued on page 15) 
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from the time we began dating, my husband 
and i had discussed the number of kids we want-
ed.  at one time, my number was a dozen, but 
we settled on four. after being married for two 

years, we started to 
try and thought that it 
would happen within 
a few months. after 
all, i was 31 and my 
husband was 30. But, 
after about a year of 
trying, i decided to get 
some testing done. my 

follicle stimulating horomone (FsH) and estra-
diol levels were checked and they were normal. 
My husband’s semen analysis came back nor-
mal too. We had what the doctors call “unex-
plained infertility”. 

it felt as though for some mysterious reason, 
god didn’t want us to have a baby. We watched 
friends who married after we did have their first 
child, and then their second. this discrepancy 
created a very painful time in our lives. My hus-
band and i met in church, and our relationship 
with god is very important to us and is the glue 
that holds us together. We cried out to god with 

our feelings and asked for guidance. 

i became very proactive. i bought multiple books 
on “infertility” in search of answers. one that re-
ally encouraged me was  6 steps to increased 
fertility by Robert Barbieri and Alice Domar.  
this book gave me a framework with which to 
move forward. and finally, i sought the help of 
a fertility doctor.

From the first appointment that my husband and i 
had with our fertility specialist, we knew that we 
had found a great fit. this isn’t always the case, 
but for us it was.  i showed her the book that i 
was reading, and she pointed to her shelf  and 
said, “You mean that one?” there was a whole 
shelf of the same books that she gave out to pa-
tients to provide them with resources and encour-
agement.  i knew that god had led us to her.

We discussed our history and went through treat-
ment options. My husband and i went through 
two unsuccessful intrauterine inseminations be-
fore i decided to get a hysterosalpingogram 
(Hsg) performed. this test evaluated my fallo-
pian tubes to see if the eggs and sperm could 
actually meet.  and finally, we had an answer to 
why we were not conceiving.  My right fallopian 

“We had  
what the  

doctors call  
unexplained 
infertility”

anna
&glEnn
B y :  A n n A  l i n D o 
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tube was blocked. and to make matters worse, 
most of the mature eggs that i was making were 
on my right side…we would need to consider in 
Vitro Fertilization (iVF). 

We were devastated. We knew how much iVF 
would cost, and we knew that it would exceed 
our finances. again we turned to our church. We 
asked family members and friends, and within two 
weeks, our amazing family and friends had helped 
us with almost all of the money we would need.  

now it was time to get through the actual iVf 
process. at first it seemed overwhelming, but 
the fertility team worked to make every step of 
the way easier. in the end, holding our baby in 
our arms made it all seem so easy.  our healthy 
baby girl was born in March 2009.

But our journey is not over. We want to expand 
our family, and it only gets more difficult as each 

month pass-
es. the chal-
lenges are 
emotional, 
p h y s i c a l 
and in oth-
er ways as 
well.  But in 
my heart, i still 
believe that my 
husband and i can 
have four children!

Hebrews, chapter 11, verse 1 reads: “Faith is be-
ing sure of what we hope for and certain of what 
we don’t see.” i don’t see how it’s going to hap-
pen yet, but i have to be certain that god has 
a plan for what we hope for, and for our ‘yet 
unseen’ babies.

( C o n t i n u e d  f r o m  p a g e  1 4 ) 
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( A n t i - M u l l e r i a n  H o r m o n e  -  C o n t i n u e d  f r o m  p a g e  1 3 ) 

regardless of aMH results, the greatest predic-
tor of the ability to conceive is a woman’s age.  
Women who are young have higher quantity and 
better quality eggs (also known as oocytes).  With 
increasing age, both the quantity and quality of 
eggs decrease. no test exists, not even aMH, 
which can measure the quality of an egg.  the 
amH is only a measurement of the quantity, not 
quality, of eggs/follicles.  it is for this reason that 
the likelihood of conception decreases with age.  
and while lifestyle choices such as maintaining a 
healthy weight and exercising regularly are es-
sential in achieving optimal conditions for preg-
nancy, these factors do not slow down the rate of 
decrease of egg quantity or quality with time.    

as more and more women make the decision to 
delay their child-bearing, it is critical that they be 

aware of the age-related decline in fertility. While 
all of us know a family member or a friend who 
became pregnant at an “older” age, not all wom-
en will be able to do so.  therefore, it is important 
that women empower themselves with knowledge 
of their fertility so that they can make informed re-
productive decisions. aMH is an important factor 
in determining a woman’s reproductive potential.

RefeRences: 
[1] Faddy Hum reprod 1996;11:1484

[2] seifer and Maclaughlin F&s 2007;88:539 
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i learn so much from my patients. Every day 
someone teaches me something new and relevant 
to the work that i do. Yesterday i saw a patient 
who is a life coach. i was interested in this work 
(as i always am in the work that my patients do).  
For me it is always interesting and helpful to un-
derstand more about my patients than their antral 
follicle count and how long they have been trying 
to conceive. By the time we had finished our ten 
minute conversation, i felt as though i had expe-
rienced a breakthrough in understanding one of 
the barriers that fertility patients face.  

“there are only two types of energy,” said my 
patient., “love-based energy and fear-based en-
ergy.”  instantly, i realized that despite my best 
efforts to provide an environment where patients 
received information and then made an educated 
decision, the majority of patients were acting out 
of fear.  fear that their biologic clock either would 
or had run out.  fear that their fertility treatment 
would fail. fear that their life would not be as they 
had planned. i had always thought that therapy 
would be an excellent adjunct to a fertility pro-
gram, but i began to wonder whether a life-coach 
would be even better. and then i began to pon-
der whether there was a better way to empower 
women and couples about their reproductive op-
tions without instilling fear. that is now the chal-
lenge that i have made to myself: to provide an 
environment that decreases the fear that fertility 
patients face.  

Decreasing fear will require many steps. First, re-
turning the conversation of fertility and reproduc-
tion to society. currently, it seems that the conver-
sation of maternity has effectively been removed 

from society and with that comes stigma.  second, is 
removing the stigma associated with fertility so that 
women can begin to turn to their mothers, families 
and friends for information and support.  third, is 
increasing awareness among young women about 
their reproductive timeline so that they can make 
proactive decisions to preserve their fertility or be-
gin their families at biologically appropriate times. 
clearly this approach is not for everyone, but i 
meet many women who would have appreciated 
the opportunity to know more.  

so what’s On the cutting Edge? in each of our 
upcoming issues, we will focus on an organiza-
tion or individual who is making a difference  in 
helping to improve the experience of fertility for 
women. not just for women that are facing chal-
lenges, but for those who are just trying to make 
decisions about when to start their families and 
what options are available.  

Knowledge is power, and in our next issue we will 
focus on lifestyle changes that can impact and im-
prove your fertility. From social habits such as caf-
feine and alcohol, to weight and exercise, we will 
provide insight into the pro’s and con’s. in our new 
segment: Difference Makers in advancing Fertility, 
we will feature the cade foundation. this amazing 
organization provides financial assistance to fami-
lies to assist with the cost of fertility treatments and 
domestic adoption. We will  also talk about the 
impact of long-term contraception on your ability 
to monitor your fertility. as always we will feature 
a new recipe and a patient perspective.  

so stay tuned and keep reading!
- Danielle Lane, MD

B y :  DA n i E l l E  l A n E , m D

on tHe

Cutting Edge
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Lane Fertility Magazine is formatted as both a digital edition and a printed 
magazine. our mission is to increase awareness among young women  
about their fertility and to serve as a resource for women and men undergoing 
fertility treatment.

Visit us online at: 
lanefertilitymagazine.com for additional information including:

fertility friendly
recipes

for
patient perspectives
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foR moRe infoRmation visit: www.lanefertilityinstitute.com

Dr. Agard completed her residency in obstetrics and gynecology at saint Barnabas medical 

Center and completed her fellowship in Reproductive endocrinology and infertility at Jones 

institute for Reproductive medicine, eastern virginia medical Center.  she is a fellow of the american 

College of obstetrics and gynecology, and a member of the american society for Reproductive 

medicine. she has been the recipient of multiple scholarships and awards during her training.  dr. 

agard is thrilled to have the opportunity to work with patients in our model of individualized and 

patient-centric care. she will be seeing patients in our Bay area locations.

we aRe tHRilled to announCe tHat 

Dr. Jennifer Agard 
will be joining 

Lane Fertility Institute 
in August 2012

foR moRe infoRmation visit: 
www.lanefertilityinstitute.com

(415) 893-0391

DAniEllE E. lAnE, m.D.
Reproductive Endocrinology & infertility Specialists 

with locations in san francisco, marin and oakland
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